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Reviewer's report:

This is a well written manuscript on a topic of growing interest. There does not appear to be any prior literature on this topic in regards to the population in primary care and location for this study and this is the study's primary aim, to ascertain the view of GPs in Germany on medical overuse and indeed some country specific issues were identified.

My main concern surrounds the use of a well-established, but prescriptive and time consuming approach to analysis and whether the authors actually conducted a grounded theory or simply used aspects of it. This needs clarification. Furthermore, my concern regards the sample size. Thirteen interviews is a small number to have reached theoretical saturation (although not implausible). However, my concerns stem, for example from the Medical expertise/approach section, where the authors discuss three groupings. Such a number of groupings in such a small sample are concerning, can we be sure of the range of opinions expressed on this topic have been covered i.e. would a larger sample say of 20 participants, have uncovered another relevant grouping? the heterogeneity of views here does suggest that perhaps saturation has not been achieved? Having said this the findings seem plausible and figure 3 is an excellent representation of the drivers discussed in the findings section. If the authors could provide a mapping of the data/concepts across the individual participants along with the timeline of when the interviews were conducted this would provide some confidence in the overall findings.

Minor comments:

1. No quotes for the first section on definitional understanding, and a lack of quotations does make some of the statements difficult to substantiate. Please provide some relevant quotes

2. Please clarify statement on page: "Their definition was either acquired by evidence from study findings " - do you mean formal, published peer reviewed evidence?
Are the methods appropriate and well described?
If not, please specify what is required in your comments to the authors.

Yes

Does the work include the necessary controls?
If not, please specify which controls are required in your comments to the authors.

No

Are the conclusions drawn adequately supported by the data shown?
If not, please explain in your comments to the authors.

No

Are you able to assess any statistics in the manuscript or would you recommend an additional statistical review?
If an additional statistical review is recommended, please specify what aspects require further assessment in your comments to the editors.

Not relevant to this manuscript

Quality of written English
Please indicate the quality of language in the manuscript:

Acceptable
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